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BINERO GROUP AB enters into a 
cooperation agreement with STAKATER 
AB
BINERO GROUP AB (publ) (“Binero”), a Swedish provider of cloud services and digital 
infrastructure, has entered into a cooperation agreement with Kubernetes specialists 
STAKATER AB (“Stakater”). The collaboration covers a joint sales and technology initiative to 
address the containerization and serverless needs of the Nordic Cloud Market.

Organizations are increasingly adopting containers and Kubernetes to automate their application 
operations, and make their business applications portable, secure, scalable and easy to manage. As 
with any emerging technology, there is a need for specialized solutions and managed services to make 
it easy for customers to adapt and implement.

In joining forces with Stakater, a certified premium RedHat partner and provider of a fully managed 
Kubernetes based DevSecOps platform Stakater Agility Platform, Binero is now able to provide a 
complete cloud solution to customers with qualified Kubernetes needs. With a managed Kubernetes 
solution, customers can focus on building their business applications, while the provider ensures a 
high-quality underlying technology. Moreover, Stakater customers will be able to use a Swedish cloud, 
in accordance with European data privacy laws.

“We want to provide our customers with some peace of mind, while still allowing them to make full use of 
the latest technology. With Stakater’s managed Kubernetes platform running on our Swedish public cloud, 
organizations can focus on staying competitive and outpacing the rising customer expectations, without 

says  of having to worry about managing the underlying infrastructure”, Charlotte Darth, CEO
Binero Group.

Through this collaboration, the companies will strengthen and build on each other’s go-to-market and 
technology strategies, providing a complete solution for the Nordic Cloud Market.

“Our partnership with Binero reflects our growth agenda in action, allowing Stakater to offer its flagship 
product Stakater Agility Platform on a Swedish public cloud. Building on the success of our service on 
hyperscalers, this alliance allows Stakater to accelerate its mission to provide professional tools and services 
to help customers create and manage their Kubernetes based infrastructure effortlessly in Nordics market.”, 
says  of Rasheed Amir, founder and CEO Stakater.
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Binero.Cloud is a Swedish cloud infrastructure solution that is built on the principles of opensource 
code, data integrity and sustainability. Customers are offered an easy-to-use, standardized 
opensource way to consume infrastructure resources, in a modern and transparent pay-per-use 
model. New functionality and services are continuously added to the cloud portfolio, based on 
customer requirements and technology trends.

Stakater has been paving the way in the Nordics when it comes to competence in the Kubernetes 
area. Stakater builds and manages Kubernetes clusters for mainly enterprise customers, allowing 
them to focus on their businesses. Their fully managed service Stakater Agility Platform, is an easy-to-
use Kubernetes solution in a comprehensible ‘as a service’ model.

For more information, please contact:

Charlotte Darth, CEO Binero Group AB
charlotte.darth@binero.com

Rasheed Amir, CEO Stakater AB
rasheed@stakater.com

About Binero and Stakater

Binero delivers solid and scalable cloud infrastructure to businesses and organizations with sustainability 
and data integrity in focus. Our public cloud Binero.Cloud is based on open source and globally established 
standards, while ensuring compliance with European laws and regulations. Through close collaboration and 
cloud native support we allow our customers to develop and innovate at high speed.

Binero is listed on NASDAQ First North Growth Market. Certified Adviser is Mangold Fondkommission AB.

Stakater is the Nordics leading Kubernetes enablement firm that designs, builds, implements & manages 
sophisticated Kubernetes infrastructures. Stakater help companies realize the full potential of the Kubernetes 
ecosystem across the organization from Developers, to Ops, to Management. Stakater has deep competence 
in all areas from infrastructure to tools and applications. This makes it possible to have a holistic perspective 
when businesses are to implement Kubernetes for its DevSecOps, containers, serverless and cloud-based 
strategies.

https://binero.cloud
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